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A new neighbour becomes a new friend. She looks up to you. She admires you, but is it you she

wants? You begin to wonder if she wants your husband, or even your child. But then you realise,

she wants your life. When Sharni and Tom move into 24 The Pines, it seems like Clare and Chris

have the perfect neighbours. Sharni is always there to help, especially with childcare for Clareâ€™s

two-year-old, Ben. But Clare canâ€™t shake off the feelings of anxiety that assail her whenever

Sharni is near. Is Clare just being overprotective, or are her feelings justified? As Sharniâ€˜s

influence touches everyone around her, Clare finds herself fighting for her sanity as well her family.
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While I don't usually read too many suspense type mysteries and tend to stick to romances, I got

this book on the recommendation of a friend and really liked it!It was very exciting and was making

me so uncomfortable and angry until I hit the twist midway through. Then I couldn't read fast enough

to find out how it would all play out in the end and oh boy...I was not disappointed.Some may figure

out what's really going on before the final chapters but you might keep second-guessing yourself



anyway...and that's all the fun! Give it try if you like edge-of-your-seat thrillers.**** 4 **** "who do we

believe?" stars

A little slow to start, but the pace picks up. To be honest, the first half I struggled a little because I

didn't like Clare, She really began grating on my nerves. Without spoiling it, I think the second half of

the book justified my feelings.I kept reading reviews about the twist at the end, I would say the twist

is more or less revealed in the middle, when the book switches up some. Maybe I was just focused

on trying to figure it out that I guessed correctly by about 55% of the way in, however, that didn't

make it less enjoyable. The switch of pace gave me a new perspective, allowing the reader to gain

new insight into what was going on.The plot is one of those where you know something bigger was

underlying the situation that they keep eluding to, so while you're reading, you're trying to analyze

everything to put the pieces together. The very end felt a bit rushed, and I would liked to have seen

a bit more of the fallout, but overall, it was worked.I won't say much more than that, so I don't spoil

it, just that unlike other books I've read recently that are called a psychological thriller, but really just

unfold a story, this book definitely qualifies as such, it's both hits both psychology and thriller.

It was fast moving..well thought out. A can't put it down kind of book. Enjoyed the suspense.Hate it

when you need so much chatter to leave a rating

This is a great read. Twists and turns will keep you guessing. Keeps you on your toes. I highly

recommend it.

Good story. Kept me engrossed. I would have given it a 5 star except for the fact that I couldn't

figure out which of the main characters was talking throughout the entire book. Very confusing

This one of the greatest books I have ever read. I started reading it and didn't stop until the last

word. It is a grand slam thriller and if you are into suspense thrillers this is a must read. Looking

forward to more!

When I find a good book I read it fast. This is a good book!

I liked the ending of the book. The beginning was well written but a bit tedious. If the fate of a young

child had not been at stake I might not have finished the book. Glad I did because it was a good



finish. .
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